Our long-term goal is to study the sensitivity behavior of acoustic phase arrival times, as an alternative observable offering increased resolution (compared to peak arrivals), for the recovery of sound-speed perturbations in the ocean.
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RESULTS
Mathematical modeling and perturbation expressions
The complex pressure at the receiver in the time domain [1] 
t a t e u t iv t (2)
The above quantities () at , () t  , u(t), and () vt depend on the source/receiver location as well as on the sound-speed distribution () c x , where x is the spatial variable. Thus, perturbations () c  x of the sound speed give rise to perturbations in arrival amplitude, arrival phase and arrival times. Peak arrival times are defined as the times of the local maxima (peak arrivals) of the arrival pattern: ( ; ) 0   P ac . As the sound speed changes the peaks of the arrival pattern are deformed and displaced, i.e. peak arrival times change as well. The resulting perturbation relation reads [1]
where the quantities u , v and their time derivatives are considered at the background state ( c ) and their 1st-order perturbations are due to c  .
Phase arrival times are defined as fixed-level crossings of the phase [3] 0 ( ) ( )
Due to the term 0  t , the phase ()  t is rapidly increasing with time. Phase arrival times   are defined as ()      , where  is a fixed threshold (e.g.
2
  n corresponds to maxima, / 2 2     n to zero crossings of the real part of () pt ). By applying the definition at the background and perturbed state and using a Taylor expansion of the latter we obtain
By comparing eqs. (3) and (5) we see that the perturbation expressions for peak and phase arrival are different, so the two time observables will behave differently, in general. This is quite anticipated since the two observables correspond to different functions, peak arrival times to the amplitude function () at and phase arrival times to the phase function ()
Sensitivity kernels of phase arrival times
The complex pressure p at the receiver in the time domain, and its perturbation p 
Assuming a range-independent background environment the 3-dimensional Green's function can be written in terms of normal modes [2] /4 
can be obtained, where
x is the corresponding 3-dimensional travel-time sensitivity kernel, describing the effect that a sound-speed perturbation at location x will have on the travel time  of interest. In two dimensions the Green's function reads [2] /2
and its perturbations are given by the 2D Born approximation
where the integral is now a 2D integral over the 2D perturbation area A. These equations result in the following integral perturbation expression between travel time perturbations and underlying soundspeed perturbations (2 ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Shallow-water environment
Some numerical results for travel-time sensitivity kernels of peak and phase arrival times in a shallowwater environment are presented in the following. Results for deep-water environments were included in previous reports [3] . A Pekeris shallow-water waveguide, shown in Fig. 1 , is considered. The water depth is 200 m and the sound speed in the water is taken 1500 m/s. The bottom is taken to be a half space of sound speed 1900 m/sec. Source and receiver are at a depth of 50 m -marked by the dots in Fig. 1 -and horizontal distance of 3 km. The acoustic signal is a Gaussian pulse with central frequency 300 Hz and bandwidth 70 Hz (3-dB bandwidth). Fig. 2 shows at the top the 2D arrival pattern on the left and the acoustic pressure at the receiver in the time domain (real part) on the right. The lower panels show the 2D travel-time sensitivity kernels corresponding to the 3 marked peaks (peak arrival times on the left and phase arrival times on the right). The arrival pattern in this case, opposite to deep-water propagation, starts with near-horizontal arrivals corresponding to low-order modes and continues with gradually steeper arrivals, with increasing separation, until the critical angle is reached. The real part of the received pressure on the right shows a modulated version of the arrival pattern with modulation frequency corresponding to the central source frequency, 300 Hz. The 3 marked phase arrivals on the top right are selected to be closest -in time -to the selected 3 peak arrivals on the top left.
Fig. 1. Pekeris waveguide
The sensitivity kernel of the first peak arrival (peak 1) represents the superposition of two propagation paths, one surface-reflected and one bottom-reflected, interfering in the time domain. The underlying arrivals and corresponding propagation paths can be resolved by increasing the bandwidth (see Fig. 5 below). The sensitivity kernel of the first phase arrival corresponds to the surface reflected path. The arrival corresponding to the direct (horizontal) path cannot be resolved / separated from the surfacereflected arrival, because the difference between the corresponding path lengths is very small (1.7 m) resulting in a difference in arrival times of 1.1 msec. The kernels of the later arrivals correspond to steeper acoustic paths with larger number of surface and bottom reflections. Peak and phase traveltime sensitivity kernels for those arrivals are comparable in shape and magnitude. Fig . 3 shows the 3D propagation results for the arrival pattern and peak arrival time sensitivity kernels -vertical section through the source and receiver -on the left and the received acoustic pressure and phase arrival time sensitivity kernels on the right. While the arrival pattern and acoustic pressure are very similar to the 2D results of Fig. 2 the 3D sensitivity kernels of the peak and phase arrivals exhibit a large difference in magnitude, with the peak arrival time sensitivity being much weaker than the sensitivity of phase arrival times. This difference points to a dissimilar off-plane behavior of the 3D kernels for the phase and peak arrivals. Fig. 4 shows the vertical cross-section (cross-range direction) of the 3D peak and phase arrival time sensitivity kernels at 1.5 km range, i.e. in the middle between source and receiver. From the right-hand panels of this figure it is seen that the sensitivity of phase arrival times exhibits near-axial symmetry about its core along with a strong alternating behavior, which causes cancelation of the central high sensitivity values when horizontal cross-range marginals are taken. On the other hand the negative 3D sensitivity of the peak arrival times (left) extends in the horizontal cross-range direction and this causes an amplification of the central values. This indicates that the two observables sample changes in the water mass differently, phase arrival times within the Fresnel zone about the eigenrays and peak arrival times in the horizontal cross-range direction, sideways from the eigenray. . This leads to a corresponding decrease in the pulse duration such that overlapping arrivals can be resolved as can be seen in the case of the congested early arrivals (near-horizontal propagation paths). In that case the first peak in Fig. 2 is the superposition of the first two peak arrivals in Fig. 5 , and its sensitivity kernel splits into two sensitivity kernels one corresponding to the surface-reflected and one to the bottom-reflected path, peaks 1 and 2 in Fig. 5 , respectively. Note that the time difference between these two arrivals is 10 msec and can be resolved with the 210-Hz bandwidth (5-msec pulse duration), but not with a 70-Hz bandwidth (14-msec pulse duration). The third peak arrival in Fig. 5 is a double arrival corresponding to two symmetric propagation paths, with one surface and one bottom reflection each. Coming to the sensitivities of the phase arrival times, the situation is similar as for the peak arrivals. The interesting point in the case of phase arrivals is that in order to resolve the two different propagation paths, the surface-and the bottom-reflected one, it is not necessary to increase the bandwidth. Fig. 6 shows at the top a detailed view of the early part of the 70-Hz arrival pattern shown in Fig. 2 and 3 phase arrivals selected, with times close to those of the selected three arrivals in Fig. 5 . The sensitivity kernels shown underneath are practically the same as the ones obtained with a triple-fold bandwidth in Fig. 5 . This is a significant advantage of phase arrivals and the corresponding travel time sensitivity kernels. In the following the vertical sensitivity kernels of peak and phase arrivals for the Pekeris waveguide are considered. In Fig. 7 a schematic diagram of an eigenray connecting source and receiver is shown. Assuming source and receiver at the same depth and horizontal distance R , and also assuming constant sound speed c in the water, the travel time from the source to the receiver along the direct (horizontal) acoustic path is / cR   Fig. 8 is that the vertical sensitivity kernels for peak arrival times exhibit a much more oscillatory behavior than those for phase arrival times. Apart from that, the sensitivity kernels are uniform with respect to depth, as far as the intermediate and late arrivals are concerned. The sensitivity of the first arrival on the other hand exhibits large deviations from its average value both for the peak and the phase arrival time.
The average values of all 3 peaks lie within the ray-theoretic limits (dashed lines). Further, the sensitivity magnitude grows stronger for later arrivals, in agreement with the ray-theoretic behavior. Finally, the sensitivity of phase arrivals appears to be slightly weaker than that of peak arrivals which points to different perturbation behavior of phase and peak arrivals, in general, due to sound speed perturbations.
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
The phase arrival times offer higher temporal resolution than peak arrivals, since their width is controlled by the central source frequency rather than the source bandwidth. Furthermore, while peak arrivals require broadband (low-Q) sources, phase arrivals can be resolved even in the case of smaller bandwidths, which means cheaper sources. The sensitivity and perturbation behavior of phase arrivals is in general different from that of peak arrivals, and large deviations may occur between the perturbations of the two observables, depending on the location (the spatial support) of the underlying sound-speed change. Phase arrival times exhibit good predictability in the studied cases, i.e. the firstorder predictions based on the sensitivity kernels lie close to the actual time perturbations. Thus, phase arrival times offer a useful alternative to peak arrivals as observables for ocean acoustic tomography. The exploitation of peak arrival times requires dense sampling in time, in order to keep track of the phase (2π-ambiguity) as the ocean (sound speed) changes. 
